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Market Environment

Hypothetical Scenarios

The U.S. high yield bond market, as represented by the BofA

Below, we present four scenarios that illustrate forecasted

Merrill Lynch High Yield Index, generated a -1.32% return in

one-year returns for the U.S. high yield bond market in

July, representing the first negative total return month since

varying market environments. The scenarios examine changes

August of 2013 and the worst month of performance for the

in default rates, recovery rates, spreads, and Treasury yields

asset class since June of 2013. Similar to the past summer,

to depict forecasted returns for the overall U.S. high yield

this month’s selloff was related to investor concerns about

market. These returns do not represent actual performance,

when the Fed would begin raising interest rates. While other

are not guaranteed, and serve only to illustrate possible total

risk assets experienced pressure later in the month, the

returns for changes in the four variables. An investor’s actual

selloff in the high yield asset class began around the same

performance may differ dramatically from these forecasts

time as Chair Yellen noted that valuations in the high yield

depending on many factors.

asset class were “appearing to be stretched.”

Scenario 1: In this scenario, the economy expands quicker than

Although the long end of the Treasury curve remained

expected, leading to lower defaults (1.5%), while recoveries

resilient, the curve flattened as the short end continued to

maintain long-term averages (40%). With an improving

price in possible rate hikes in 2015. The 5-year Treasury yield

economy, spreads tighten to +300 basis points in this scenario

rose by 12 basis points during the month, closing at 1.75%.

but are offset by 5-year Treasury rates rising to 2.25% as

Spreads widened by 51 basis points to +423 basis points

the taper continues unabated and talk of the Fed’s first rate

over comparable Treasurys. The yield to worst increased

hike intensifies. In this bullish scenario, the high yield market

by 74 basis points to 5.75%, reversing the all-time low of

generates a hypothetical total return of 8.6% over the next 12

4.85% set in July. The average dollar price decreased to

months.

$103.5 in July, which was a decline from $105.7 in June.

Scenario 2: Default rates are in line with Moody’s projections

Lower credit quality bonds underperformed in July, with

(2.5%), and recovery rates maintain long-term averages

the CCC and below segment generating a -1.52% return,

(40%). In this scenario, spread tightening of 48 basis points

while the BB and B quality tiers generated returns of

to +375 basis points is offset by 5-year Treasury rates rising

-1.25% and -1.32%, respectively. Year to date, BB returns

by 25 basis points to 2.00%. This scenario generates a

of 4.66% exceed B (3.65%) and CCC (4.47%) returns.

hypothetical return of 6.0% for the next 12 months.

According to Moody’s Investors Service, the U.S. issuer-

Scenario 3: Defaults and recovery rates are the same as

weighted trailing 12-month default rate ended June at

Scenario 2, but 5-year Treasury rates ratchet up to 2.50%,

1.9%. Moody’s forecasts one-year forward default rates to

while spreads stay fairly constant and widen by 2 basis points

be 2.4% in June of 2015.
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BofA ML U.S. HIGH YIELD INDEX
CHARACTERISTICS AT 7/31/2014

HYPOTHETICAL OUTCOMES
AT 7/31/2015

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Price

$103.50

Default Rate

1.50%

2.50%

2.50%

3.50%

Duration

3.94 yrs

Expected Recovery

40%

40%

40%

35%

Spread to Worst

423 bps

Spread Change (bps)

-123

-48

+2

+177

Yield to Worst

5.75%

5-Yr U.S. Treasury Yield Change (bps)

+50

+25

+75

-50

Current Yield

6.82%

% Chg from Defaults

-0.95%

-1.59%

-1.59%

-2.40%

5-Yr U.S. Treasury Yield

1.75%

% Chg from Spreads

4.85%

1.89%

-0.08%

-6.97%

% Chg from 5-Yr U.S. Treasury Yield

-1.97%

-0.99%

-2.96%

1.97%

Expected Current Yield

6.72%

6.65%

6.65%

6.58%

Hypothetical Return

8.64%

5.97%

2.03%

-0.82%

Returns do not represent actual performance, are not guaranteed, and serve only to illustrate possible total returns for
changes in the four variables. An investor’s actual performance may differ dramatically from these forecasts depending
on many factors.

to +425 basis points. In this scenario, the carry return more

Despite this selloff, high yield issuer fundamentals still remain

than offsets the loss from defaults and interest rate increases

strong with default rates expected to remain well below long-

to generate a hypothetical return of 2.0%, which would

run averages for the next few years. Geopolitical risks continue

generate positive excess returns over Treasurys with comparable

to play a major role in the markets as investor sentiment sways

maturities

from risk-on to risk-off. Our view on interest rates remains

Scenario 4: In our worst case scenario, the economy does not

unchanged: We expect Fed tapering to end this fall and the

expand as expected, and default rates tick higher to 3.5% while

Treasury market to continue pricing in the first rate hike in

recovery rates decline to 35%. Spreads widen significantly to

2015. Our concerns earlier in the year regarding valuations

600 basis points and 5-year Treasury rates rally back to 1.25%.

for the high yield asset class proved to be valid. However,

In this scenario, the hypothetical return would be -0.8%.

following the July selloff, valuations are beginning to look more
attractive, as illustrated in the hypothetical examples above.

Outlook
Chair Yellen’s comments regarding the “stretched valuations”
in the high yield asset class, combined with healthy secondquarter GDP growth and a first quarter GDP growth revision,
fueled the worst bout of volatility in the high yield market since
June of 2013. The Treasury curve flattened as the short end
continued to price in the likelihood of rate increases in 2015.

Barring external factors, we expect stabilization in the high
yield market as yields move near 6%. We are monitoring the
environment for signs of a turning point in the credit cycle.
Despite more aggressive new issuance and looser covenants
of late, we do not believe we are at an inflection point in the
credit cycle.

ETFs experienced their largest outflows on record, which tested

Given the strong fundamentals and the recent back-up in the

market liquidity given the smaller dealer balance sheets with

market, we believe the high yield asset class looks attractive relative

which to provide liquidity.

to other fixed income alternatives over the next 12 months.
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The opinions referenced are as of the date of publication and are subject to change due to changes in the market or economic conditions
and may not necessarily come to pass. Information contained herein is for informational purposes only and should not be considered
invest¬ment advice. The information in this report should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security.
The BofA Merrill Lynch U.S. High Yield Index is an unmanaged index of U.S. high yield debt securities. Unmanaged index returns assume
reinvestment of any and all distributions and do not reflect any fees, expenses or sales charges. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.
Investments in high-yield securities include interest rate risk and credit risk. Outside the U.S., this presentation is directed only at
profession¬al/sophisticated investors and it is for their exclusive use and information. This document should not be shown to or given to
retail investors.
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